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Ground calcium carbonate (GCC) was modified with starch/sodium 
stearate complexes and used to prepare modified GCC of different size by 
use of a BSJ-200 oscillating sieving machine. Modified GCC was 
characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and particle size 
analysis. Eight kinds of modified GCC of different size and a kind of 
modified GCC without screening were used in papermaking and the paper 
strength properties, especially in tensile, tear, and burst index, were 
investigated. It was found that the size of modified GCC played an 
important role in the physical properties of the paper. The best size of 
modified GCC was within the range 35 to 54 µm. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Potential benefits of the use of filler include the reduction of costs and 

improvements in the properties of traditional paper (Shen et al. 2008; Lu et al. 2010; Cheng 

et al. 2011; Huang et al. 2013). High ash content paper had become an important trend in 

papermaking technology in recent years (Jones 2000; Yuan 2008; Fan et al. 2012). Current 

research on modified fillers was concentrated on fiber loading, which incorporates fillers 

into the pulp fines-filler complex by premixing fillers with fines/fibrils or by in situ 

precipitation of filler particles on fines/fibrils (Silenius 2003; Subramanian et al. 2005, 

2006, 2007, 2008), filler surface modification (Laleg et al. 2008; Ibrahim et al. 2009), 

loading of the lumen and/or cell walls of pulp fibers (Klungness et al. 2000), and synthetic 

fillers (Zhao et al. 2008). 

The tensile strength, tear strength, and burst strength are important physical 

characteristics of paper. It has been widely accepted that when mineral fillers are used in 

papermaking, especially at relatively high loading levels, they could usually result in 

strikingly reduced paper strength (Kurrle 1996; Silenius 2003; Yan et al. 2005; 

Subramanian et al. 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008; Zhao et al. 2005; Yoon and Deng 2006; Yoon 

2007; Deng et al. 2008; Fahmy and Mobarak 2008; Fairchild 2008; Laleg et al. 2008; 

Ibrahim et al. 2009; Song et al. 2009). 

In the current study, mineral filler modified by polysaccharides and their 

derivatives was evaluated as a way to solve the problems associated with fillers (Yan et al. 

2005; Zhao et al. 2005; Yoon and Deng 2006; Deng et al. 2008). Polysaccharides and their 

derivatives, such as cellulose, starch, and chitosan, have been used as modifiers due to their 

ability to form hydrogen bonds with cellulosic fibers (Bai and Fan 2011). It had been 

reported that calcium carbonate modified by starch/fatty acid complexes could 
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significantly reduce the negative effect of fillers on paper strength (Shen et al. 2009; Fan 

et al. 2012). The starch’s bonding ability, along with the diadochy of sodium and calcium 

ions associated with the mineral, was beneficial to the precipitation of starch/sodium 

stearate complexes on GCC (Zhang 2013). However, there has been little research 

regarding the effect of size of the modified filler agglomerates on the properties of modified 

filler. In this study, by encasing ground calcium carbonate (GCC) within a starch-sodium 

stearate complex and screening out particles with sizes between 18.6 µm and 74.1 µm 

under certain conditions, we explored how modified GCC size affected the physical 

strength of paper. 

 

 

EXPERIMENTAL 
 
Materials 

Bleached eucalyptus pulp with a drainage degree of 32 °SR was supplied by Henan 

Tianbang Co., Ltd. (China). The ground calcium carbonate GCC was supplied by 

Guangning Paper Co., Ltd. (China), and corn starch by Guangdong Shenzhen Taigang 

Food Co., Ltd. (China). Sodium stearate, cationic polyacrylamide (CPAM), and cationic 

starch were all supplied by Tianjin Kemiou Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd. (China). 

 

Methods 
Modified GCC preparation 

Starch (5 g) was added to 167 mL of ultrapure water in a 500-mL tri-neck round-

bottom flask and allowed to disperse for 10 min. The flask was heated in a water bath to 

95 °C and stirred at 400 rpm for 30 min. Sodium stearate (0.8 g) was added to the mixture 

and stirred at 150 rpm for 30 min. Finally, 20 g of GCC diluted to 30%w/v in ultrapure 

water was added to the starch-sodium stearate solution and the mixture was stirred at 70 

°C for 20 min. The modified GCC was cleaned by ultrapure water five times to make sure 

there was no starch dissolvable in water. The modified GCC was dried in a SX muffle oven 

(Zhongyuan Chemistry Instruments Ltd; Guangzhou, China) at 105 °C for 4 h. 

 

Preparing different sizes of Modified GCC 

Modified GCCs of different sizes were obtained with a BSJ-200 oscillating sieving 

machine (Yong da Ltd.; Xinxiang, Henan, China) using mesh sizes of 200, 250, 300, 325, 

380, 400, 500, and 800. The particle size of the GCC and modified GCC were determined 

by dynamic light scattering using a Malvern 2000 laser particle analyzer (Malvern 

Instruments Ltd., UK). The particles were suspended in ultrapure water at a concentration 

of 5% to 10%. 

 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) observations of filler 

Dried samples of GCC and modified GCC were mounted on aluminum stubs with 

tape and sputter-coated with a gold alloy. Samples were observed using an EVO 18 Special 

Edition scanning electron microscope (Carl Zeiss, Germany) operating at an accelerating 

voltage of 10.0 kV. 

 

Paper preparation and determination of paper properties 

The bleached eucalyptus pulp was diluted to 0.3% in tap water, and various 

concentrations (percent) of modified GCC (based on slurry) were added during handsheet 
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making. The mixture was dispersed by a GBJ-A fiber standard dissociator (Zhongyuan 

Chemistry Instruments Ltd., Guangzhou, China), and 0.05% CPAM (based on dry pulp) 

was added as a retention aid. The handsheets were formed using a Rapid-Köthen Sheet 

former (RK3-KWTjul; PTI Ltd., Austria) at a basis weight of approximately 72 g/m2. 

 

Ash content measurement 

The papers filled with modified GCC were incinerated at 575 °C for 6 h with a SX 

muffler oven. The ash content was calculated using the following equation, 

 

        (1) 

 

where R is the ash content, a  is the weight of ash, and b is the weight of dried paper. 

 

Characterization of paper 

Handsheets were placed in an ISO constant temperature and humidity chamber for 

24 h (23±1 °C, 50±2% RH). The tensile, burst, and tear strength of the papers were 

measured using an L&W CE062 tensile testing apparatus, an L&W CE180 burst testing 

apparatus, and an L&W 009 tear testing apparatus (Lorentzen & Wettre, Sweden), 

respectively. 

 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

Relationship between GCC Particle Size and Mesh Screen 
 

Table 1 shows the relationship between GCC particle size and the mesh screens. 

 
Table 1. Relationship between GCC Particle Size and Mesh Screen 
 

Mesh 
screen 

<200 250 300 325 380 400 500 >800 

Size 
(µm) 

>74.1 
 

61.1 
to 

74.1 

54.0 
 to  

61.1 

43.1 
 to  

54.0 

39.0  
to  

43.1 

35.2 
 to  

39.0 

29.9 
to 

35.2 

18.6 
to  

29.9 

Code Mod >74 Mod-68 Mod-58 Mod-49 Mod-41 Mod-37 Mod-33 Mod-24 

Note: The average particle size of modified GCC (unscreened filler) was approximately 34.3 m 
and the size of unmodified GCC was 14.8 µm. 

 

SEM Observations of Modified GCC 

SEM images of paper-sheet filled with screened particle sizes of GCC are shown 

in Figs. 1(a)-(c), and an image from paper made with unscreened GCC is shown in Fig. 

1(d). Paper-sheets with different size of GCC exhibited different physical appearance. In 

Fig. 1(a), the small filler particles (Mod-24) appeared to be somewhat “clustered” and 

could not link up well with the fibers. A similar situation is shown in Fig. 1(c), involving 

the fraction of large GCC particles or agglomerates (Mod>74) after modification.  By 

contrast, Fig. 1(b) shows fillers particles (Mod-41) evenly distributed within the paper. The 

paper made with unscreened sizes in Fig. 1(d) showed a distribution that was not as even 
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as for Mod-41, but better than for Mod-24 or Mod>74. In the paper made from unscreened 

modified GCC the particles were not of uniform size. 

 

 
 

 
 
 

Fig. 1. SEM images of fillers and paper-sheets. (a) paper-sheet filled with Mod-24 particles,  
(b) paper-sheet filled with Mod-41 particles, (c) paper-sheet filled with Mod>74 particles, and 
(d) paper-sheet filled with unscreened modified particles 
 
 

\ 
Effects of the Modified GCC on Paper Strength Properties 

The strength properties (tensile, burst, and tear indices) of handsheets prepared with 

modified GCC of different sizes at concentrations of 15% to 45% were evaluated. The size 

codes shown in the figures are defined in Table 1. The unscreened GCC particle size was 

labeled as “Unscreened”. The sheets made with unmodified GCC particles (average size 

14.8 m) are identified as “Control”. 

As Fig. 2 shows, the tensile strength of papers was reduced with an increase in ash 

content. At the same ash content, the tensile index of paper with modified GCC of medium 

size (Mod-41) was higher than the others, while the tensile index of paper filled with the 

largest modified GCC particles (Mod>74) was the lowest. At the same ash content, the 

tensile index of paper filled with modified GCC of medium size (Mod-41) was at least 40% 

higher than that of the largest class of modified filler particles (Mod>74). The paper filled 

with modified GCC of intermediate sizes (Mod-37, Mode-41, Mod-40, and Mod-58) were 

higher in tensile strength than the paper filled with unscreened modified GCC. The tensile 

strength of paper filled with the smallest modified GCC particles (Mod-24) and the largest 

(Mod-68 and Mod>74) was lower than paper made with unscreened modified GCC. The 

tensile index of paper filled with modified GCC of medium size (Mod-41) with an ash 

content of 20% was still higher than the tensile index of paper filled with modified GCC 

of the largest size (Mod>74) with an ash content of 5%. From a different perspective, when 

a b 

c d 
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the tensile index was constrained to be about 55 N∙m/g, the paper filled with the largest 

modified GCC (Mod>74), the ash content was only 5%, while the ash content of paper 

filled with modified GCC of intermediate size (Mod-41 or Mod-49) could reach 25%, 

about 400% higher at the same level of strength. This indicated that the size of modified 

GCC had an important effect on paper tensile index. It was worth noting that the tensile 

index of paper filled with modified GCC of the second smallest size (Mod-33) was close 

to that of the second largest size (Mod-68).  

 
Fig. 2. Tensile index as a function of ash content in paper containing different size modified GCC 

 

Compared with the control (unmodified GCC), the tensile index of paper filled with 

modified GCC was much higher, especially at ash levels above about 12%. As shown in 

Fig. 2, the tensile index trend of paper filled with unmodified GCC was much steeper than 

that of paper filled with modified GCC. When the ash content was about 20%, the tensile 

index of paper filled unmodified GCC was only about 17 N∙m/g, while the tensile index of 

paper filled with the largest modified GCC (Mod>74), the lowest in whole tensile index of 

paper filled with modified GCC, was about 45 N∙m/g.  

As shown in Fig. 3, the tear index of papers filled with unscreened modified GCC 

was almost as high as the other formulations except in papers filled with modified GCC of 

intermediate sizes (Mod-37, Mod-41, and Mod-49). The graph also shows that modified 

GCC of medium size (Mod-41) had the least negative effect, while the modified GCC of 

the largest size (Mod>74) had the highest negative effect. For example, the tear index of 

paper filled with modified GCC of medium size (Mod-41) was about 7.7 kPam2/g when 

the ash content was 22%, while the tear index of paper filled with modified GCC of large 

size (Mod>74) was 7.5 kPam2/g when its ash content was 5%. The tear index of paper 

filled with unscreened modified GCC was close to the tear index of paper filled with 

modified GCC of intermediate sizes near to the optimum (Mod-37 and Mod-49). The 
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modified GCC of intermediate size, such as Mod-37, Mod-41, and Mod-49, had less 

negative effect on the tearing index. The modified GCC of large and small sizes were not 

as effective as modified GCC of intermediate size (Fig 3). It is worth noting that the tear 

index of paper filled with modified GCC of second-to-smallest size (Mod-33) was close to 

that of the second-to-largest size (Mod-68).  

 
Fig. 3. Tear index as a function of ash content in paper containing different size GCC 
 

The tear index of paper filled with modified GCC was all much higher than that of 

paper filled with unmodified GCC (Fig. 3), especially at ash levels above about 15%. At 

the ash content of 20%, the tear index of paper filled with modified GCC of large size 

(Mod>74) (5.8 kPam2/g) was much higher than that of unmodified GCC (1.5 kPam2/g). 

From Fig.4, it is clear that the burst index of paper filled with modified GCC of 

medium size (Mod-41) was higher than the other papers, especially modified GCC of the 

largest size (Mod>74). Modified GCC of another two intermediates sizes (Mod-37 and 

Mod-49) were the two sizes that performed close to Mod-41, indicating that the modified 

GCC of medium size (35.2 to 54.0 µm) had less negative effect on the burst index; it was 

found that the modified GCC of second-to-largest size (Mod-68) had the highest negative 

effect on the burst index. For instance, when the ash content was 5%, the burst index of 

paper filled with modified GCC of Mod-68 was about 3.6 mN·m2/g, while the burst index 

of paper filled with modified GCC of medium size (Mod-41) was about 5 mN·m2/g when 

its ash content was 26%. The former was more than 500% higher than the latter in ash 

content at the burst index of 3.5kPam2/g. It was worth noting that the burst index of paper 

filled with modified GCC of second-to-smallest size (Mod-33) was close to that of the 

third-to-largest size (Mod-58).  

Compared with the Control sample (unmodified GCC), the burst index values of 

paper filled with modified GCC were all much higher, especially at ash levels above about 

12%.  The burst index of paper filled with control was only about 1 mN·m2/g at the ash 
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content of 20%, while the burst index of paper filled with modified GCC of large size 

(Mod>74) was about 2.5 mN·m2/g, about 2 times than the former. 

 
Fig. 4. Burst index as a function of ash content in paper containing different size GCC 
 

 

Analysis and Estimation of the Strength Properties 
From the above discussions, the particle size of the starch-sodium stearate complex 

modified GCC filler had a great impact on the physical strength of paper. As Figs. 2, 3, and 

4 show, with the growth of ash content, the tensile strength, the tearing strength, and the 

bursting strength of the paper were gradually reduced. The modified GCC of medium size 

(39.0 to 43.1 µm, Mod-41) had the least negative effect on paper physical strength than 

modified GCC of other sizes. The modified GCC of intermediate sizes (Mod-37, Mod-41, 

and Mod-49) had less negative effect than the modified GCC of larger or smaller size on 

paper physical strength. This was because the gelatinized starch turns the component 

particles into single agglomerated units, and the starch swells only when there is some 

water in the mixture. Starch molecules in the granules were still in a state of intense 

crosslinking, and most of the filler particles gathered into large flocculant polymer groups 

with starch condensation. The group was firmer than the fibrous-network structure. The 

starch gel coated on the surface of the filler still could bond with fiber. 

Furthermore, the large number of hydroxyl groups in starch molecules contribute 

to a good film-processing ability. When the paper is heated during the drying process, the 

GCC modified by starch-sodium stearate compounds swell into membranes that could 

bond GCC with fiber. Such contributions to bonding then decrease the decline of the fiber-

fiber bonding with increasing filler content. By gelling and flocculation of the bigger sized 

particles, the filler retention could be improved and the contact area of filler and fiber could 

become smaller. On the other hand, even larger particles would tend to interrupt the 

uniformity of the paper; as a consequence, paper strength could be decreased significantly. 
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On balance, it could be easily found that the best size of modified GCC was not too small 

or too big, but a medium size. It has been reported that the smaller the filler, the further the 

negative effect on paper physical strength (Tang et al. 2003). The large size modified GCC 

readily reduced the fiber-fiber bonding, which agreed with the phenomenon shown in Figs. 

2, 3, and 4.  This was mainly because that the larger particles induced by modification 

destroy the uniformity of paper formation, which adversely affects the paper physical 

strength. Therefore, the size of the modified GCC played an important role in the 

performance of modified GCC, with an optimal size for modified GCC. 

In addition, compared with unmodified GCC, modified GCC performed much 

better in tensile index, tear index, and burst index of filled paper. This was attributed mainly 

to the fact that modified GCC can form hydrogen bonds with fibers, while unmodified 

GCC could not. Also, the unmodified GCC particles, being smaller than even the smallest 

of the modified GCC classes, would tend to be more efficient in covering up the surface of 

fibers, thus getting in the way of inter-fiber bond formation. 

 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 

1. The size of modified GCC played an important role in the physical properties of the 

paper.  

2. The modified GCC of medium size (39.0 to 43.1 µm) had the least negative effect on 

the paper physical properties. Modified GCC over a somewhat wider intermediate size 

range (35.2 to 54.0 µm) proved to be the most suitable size for paper strength 

properties. 

3. The modified GCC with size smaller or larger than the medium size (35.2 to 54.0 µm) 

had more negative effect on paper physical strength, especially the smallest of the 

modified GCC (18.6 to 29.9 µm) and the largest modified GCC (> 74.1 µm). 

4. The smallest modified GCC (29.9 to 35.2 µm) and the second largest category of 

modified GCC (61.1 to 74.1 µm) were not different from the unscreened GCC on paper 

physical properties. 

5. At the same physical strength, paper filled modified GCC of the medium size (39.0 to 

43.1 µm) contained at a 300% higher amount of GCC than that prepared with the largest 

size class (>74.1 µm). 

6. The paper filled with modified GCC exhibited higher tensile index, tear index, and 

burst index than unmodified GCC. 
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